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SEC Enforcement: 2022 Year in Review 
During Chair Gary Gensler’s and Director of Enforcement Gurbir Grewal’s second year 
of leadership, several key enforcement priorities came into focus that will impact 
businesses across sectors. In this year in review, we highlight important takeaways for 
business leaders and in-house counsel from the Division’s activities in 2022, and what 
these activities mean for the Division’s priorities for the year ahead. 

Highlights: 

 Aggressive Positions Leading to Increased Penalties and Other Prophylactic Remedies: The SEC obtained a record 
$4.2 billion in penalties.1 These figures were significantly bolstered by investigative “sweeps,” including enforcement actions 
against broker-dealers relating to the use of “off-channel” communications, such as text messages, resulting in more than 
$1 billion in penalties.2 The SEC also required admissions and engagement of compliance consultants in a number of high-
profile matters. 

 Untested Positions Regarding Cryptocurrency: The SEC continues to take untested positions that various forms of digital 
assets are securities subject to, among other things, the registration requirements of the securities laws. A series of 
enforcement actions pursuing digital assets with novel enforcement theories has resulted in an increase in litigated cases, 
including litigation concerning whether particular cryptocurrencies are in fact securities. 

 Increase in Climate and ESG Disclosures: The past year featured significant rulemaking concerning required disclosures by 
ESG funds as well as anticipated significant new rulemaking regarding human working capital. The Division also filed several 
ESG-related enforcement actions in 2022 foreshadowing areas of focus for 2023 and beyond. 

 Trends in Insider Trading, Cybersecurity, SPACs and Other Critical Areas: There were a number of other notable 
developments in enforcement activity and significant rulemaking activity relating to cyber disclosures, SPACs and insider 
trading. 

 
1  SEC Press Release, SEC Announces Enforcement Results for FY22 (Nov. 15, 2022), https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-206.  

2  SEC Press Release, SEC Charges 16 Wall Street Firms with Widespread Recordkeeping Failures (Sept. 27, 2022), https://www.sec.gov/news/press-
release/2022-174.  

https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-206
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-174
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-174
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The Year in Review 
It was a busy second year under the leadership of Chair Gary Gensler and Director of Enforcement Gurbir Grewal. The SEC 
brought a total of 760 actions in fiscal year 2022, including 462 new “standalone” actions, an increase of 6.5% from the prior 
year.3 The SEC also obtained a record $4.2 billion in penalties.4 

Policy Shifts in Action: Increased Penalties, Required Undertakings and Admissions and Curtailment of the Wells Process 
As we discussed in detail in our 2021 SEC Enforcement Year in Review Memorandum,5 Director of Enforcement Grewal spoke 
frequently in 2021 about the Enforcement Division’s intention to require admissions of wrongdoing in certain enforcement 
actions, and to reduce involvement by senior leadership in the Wells process. In 2022, we saw both of these policies play out, 
along with increased penalties for certain securities violations and expanded use of prophylactic remedies in several high-profile 
matters. Below we highlight some significant enforcement actions from the past year that reflect these policy shifts and offer 
some observations about what these policy shifts will likely mean moving forward. 

These enforcement tools were on display in multiple high-profile enforcement actions in 2022. The SEC brought a series of 
enforcement actions against 16 broker-dealers and one investment adviser for “widespread and longstanding failures to 
maintain and preserve work-related text message communications conducted on employees’ personal devices.”6 The penalties 
in those matters totaled more than $1 billion. Each of the firms also agreed to undertakings requiring the retention of a 
compliance consultant to oversee the enhancement of related policies and controls. The SEC also required admissions of 
wrongdoing from all 17 defendants. 

Increased penalties, admissions and undertakings were also included in the SEC’s June 2022 action against a well-known auditing 
firm in which the firm admitted that a significant number of audit professionals cheated on the ethics component of CPA exams 
and various continuing professional education courses required to maintain CPA licenses. In addition to requiring an admission 
of wrongdoing, the SEC imposed a record $100 million penalty and required the firm to retain an independent compliance 
consultant to, among other things, examine and report to the SEC on enhancements to the firm’s “quality controls, policies, and 
procedures relevant to ethics and integrity and to responding to Information Requests.”7 

In another high-profile matter, on May 17, 2022, the SEC announced that a global investment management firm agreed to pay 
more than $1 billion to resolve fraud charges. According to the allegations in the complaint, the firm and three former senior 
portfolio managers marketed and sold a complex options trading strategy to institutional investors while “concealing losses and 
downside risks of a complex strategy, and failing to implement key risk controls.”8 This included manipulation of risk reports and 
performance data sent to investors through changing data contained within the reports.9 Ultimately, “they lost over $5 billion in 
investor funds when the market volatility of March 2020 exposed the true risk of their products.”10 As with several of the cases 

 
3  SEC Press Release, SEC Announces Enforcement Results for FY22 (Nov. 15, 2022), https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-206.  

4  Id. 

5        See https://www.paulweiss.com/practices/litigation/white-collar-regulatory-defense/publications/sec-enforcement-year-in-review?id=42209 

6  SEC Press Release, SEC Charges 16 Wall Street Firms with Widespread Recordkeeping Failures (Sept. 27, 2022), https://www.sec.gov/news/press-
release/2022-174. 

7  In the Matter of Ernst & Young LLP, Order Instituting Cease-and-Desist Proceedings, Exchange Act Rel. No. 95167 (June 28, 2022), 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2022/34-95167.pdf.  

8  SEC Press Release, SEC Charges Allianz Global Investors and Three Former Senior Portfolio Managers with Multibillion Dollar Securities Fraud, 
(May 17, 2022), https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-84.  

9  Id. 

10  Id. 

https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-206
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-174
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-174
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2022/34-95167.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-84
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discussed above, the SEC required an admission of wrongdoing as part of the settlement, although there were no undertakings 
(perhaps because this arm of the business was shut down). 

Reflecting on Chair Gensler’s reinstitution of former Chair White’s policy of requiring admissions in appropriate actions, to date, 
admissions have been required in only a few dozen matters and generally have not been utilized in the types of matters in which 
requiring admissions would be likely to significantly enhance collateral exposure to the defendant and, as such, risk jeopardizing 
the settlement. For example, admissions have generally not been required in fraud claims — which could have significant 
consequences for public companies in, among other things, private securities class actions, and could have severe consequences 
for individuals in parallel criminal investigations. While an admission was required in the $1 billion options trading fraud action 
recounted above, the defendants in that case had pleaded guilty in parallel criminal proceedings so the admission did not cause 
any harm that had not already been inflicted by virtue of their guilty pleas. 

Director Grewal also indicated in 2021 that senior leadership of the Enforcement Division may not participate personally in 
meetings with counsel during the Wells process to the same extent as has been traditionally expected, particularly in cases that 
do not “present novel legal or factual questions, or raise significant programmatic issues.”11 Instead, the Director and Deputy 
Director generally plan to deputize Wells meetings to direct reports and SEC staff.12 The stated goal of this policy is to make the 
Wells process “more streamlined and efficient”13 by not having the Director or Deputy Director regularly participate in these 
meetings. 

There are no public metrics by which to measure implementation of this policy, but anecdotal evidence and public comments 
suggest that the Enforcement Division has in fact cut back on the number of Wells meetings. As Deputy Director of Enforcement 
Sanjay Wahdwa stated in public remarks in September 2022, “we have declined requests for Wells meetings in cases where we 
did not see novel legal issues, significant policy questions, or other considerations that weighed in favor of our participation.”14 

While these changes to the Wells process may have increased the speed at which settlements were achieved in certain actions, 
decentralizing the process risks reducing programmatic consistency, increases the risk that similar matters may reach 
inconsistent results and reduces opportunities for discussion about the practical significance and consequences of enforcement 
actions.15 

Greater Reliance on Sweeps and Analytic Tools 
Broad investigative sweeps of categories of actors for specific types of misconduct significantly contributed to increased 
enforcement activity this past year and, in particular, contributed to the record amount of fines collected during the past fiscal 
year. 

For example, as mentioned above, an investigative sweep led to claims against more than a dozen broker-dealers and 
investment advisers and over $1 billion in penalties for internal control and recordkeeping violations related to the use of “off-

 
11  Gurbir Grewal, Director, Division of Enforcement, Remarks at SEC Speaks 2021 (Oct. 13, 2021), https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/grewal-sec-

speaks-101321. 

12  Id. 

13  Id. 

14  Sanjay Wahdwa, Deputy Director of Enforcement, Remarks at SEC Speaks 2022 (Sept. 9, 2022), https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/wadwah-
remarks-sec-speaks-090922.  

15  For further discussion of these issues, see Paul, Weiss Publication, SEC Enforcement Director Announces ‘Aggressive’ Policy Shifts, Including 
Requiring Admissions of Wrongdoing (Oct. 18, 2021), https://www.paulweiss.com/practices/litigation/white-collar-regulatory-
defense/publications/sec-enforcement-director-announces-aggressive-policy-shifts-including-requiring-admissions-of-wrongdoing?id=41395.  

https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/grewal-sec-speaks-101321
https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/grewal-sec-speaks-101321
https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/wadwah-remarks-sec-speaks-090922
https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/wadwah-remarks-sec-speaks-090922
https://www.paulweiss.com/practices/litigation/white-collar-regulatory-defense/publications/sec-enforcement-director-announces-aggressive-policy-shifts-including-requiring-admissions-of-wrongdoing?id=41395
https://www.paulweiss.com/practices/litigation/white-collar-regulatory-defense/publications/sec-enforcement-director-announces-aggressive-policy-shifts-including-requiring-admissions-of-wrongdoing?id=41395
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channel” communications, such as text messages.16 Enforcement activity to date has focused on bulge banks and other 
significant financial institutions that failed to retain “off-channel communications.” However, this remains an area of heightened 
SEC interest even in the absence of suspected underlying misconduct. It has been publicly reported, and the SEC itself has 
indicated that the SEC is actively pursuing additional potential enforcement activity in this space, including against funds and 
advisers.17 

Another recent sweep conducted by the Enforcement Division’s Asset Management Unit focused on custody obligations to 
secure client assets and to protect investors, which resulted in charges against nine registered private fund advisers for failing to 
comply with the Custody Rule and/or update their Forms ADV to accurately reflect the status of their private fund clients’ 
financial statements.18 Director Grewal has publicly stated that firms should “expect to see us employ these strategies more 
frequently moving forward.”19 

Finally, the SEC continued in 2022 to bring accounting fraud actions against public companies under its years-long sweep into 
“EPS rounding,” aided by analytical tools designed to identify potentially irregular financial reporting. 

SEC Chair Gensler’s Areas of Focus 
As we reported in last year’s enforcement round-up, Chair Gensler has repeatedly emphasized his plan to focus increased 
resources and attention on issues related to cryptocurrency, special purpose acquisition companies (“SPACs”) and climate and 
Environmental, Social and Governance (“ESG”) issues. Below we check in on significant enforcement activity and rulemaking in 
each of these spaces over the past year and also look at other significant matters from the past year. 

Cryptocurrency 
Cryptocurrency continues to be a major area of focus for the SEC. On May 3, 2022, the SEC announced the addition of 20 new 
Division of Enforcement positions to the Crypto Assets and Cyber Unit (formerly known as the Cyber Unit).20 Chair Gensler 
asserted that “nearly doubling the size of this key unit” will enable the SEC to “police wrongdoing in the crypto markets while 
continuing to identify disclosure and controls issues with respect to cybersecurity.”21  Director  Grewal stated that the “bolstered 
Crypto Assets and Cyber Unit will be at the forefront of protecting investors and ensuring fair and orderly markets in the face of 
these critical challenges.”22 

As discussed in our 2021 Year in Review, the question of which digital assets qualify as securities continues to be debated. The 
seminal 1946 Supreme Court case SEC v. W.J. Howey Co. provides that a transaction is an investment contract and, therefore, is 
subject to the securities laws when it is (1) an investment of money; (2) in a common enterprise; (3) with the expectation of 

 
16  SEC Press Release, SEC Charges 16 Wall Street Firms with Widespread Recordkeeping Failures (Sept. 27, 2022), https://www.sec.gov/news/press-

release/2022-174.  

17  See, e.g., Chris Prentice, SEC scrutiny into Wall Street communications shifts to investment funds – sources, REUTERS (Oct. 11, 2022), 
https://www.reuters.com/business/sec-scrutiny-into-wall-street-communications-widens-investment-funds-sources-2022-10-11/. O 

18  See SEC Press Release, SEC Charges Two Advisory Firms for Custody Rule Violations, One for Form ADV Violations, and Six for Both (Sept. 9, 2022), 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-156.  

19  Gurbir Grewal, Director, Division of Enforcement, Remaks at Securities Enforcement Forum (Nov. 15, 2022), 
https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/grewal-speech-securities-enforcement-forum-111522.  

20  SEC Press Release, SEC Nearly Doubles Size of Enforcement’s Crypto Assets and Cyber Unit (May 3, 2022), https://www.sec.gov/news/press-
release/2022-78.  

21  Id.  

22  Id.  

https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-174
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-174
https://www.reuters.com/business/sec-scrutiny-into-wall-street-communications-widens-investment-funds-sources-2022-10-11/
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-156
https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/grewal-speech-securities-enforcement-forum-111522
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-78
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-78
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profit; and (4) to be derived from the efforts of others.23 The past year did not provide significant clarity on the question of 
whether digital assets qualify as securities, and we anticipate it will continue to be a hot button issue in the year ahead. 

As a result, some of these matters have resulted in contested litigation throughout the country, risking for the SEC, and the 
market in general, a case-by-case weighing of what digital assets are and are not securities and risking different judges reaching 
inconsistent conclusions and applications of the Howey test. 

Significant crypto-related enforcement actions in 2022 include the SEC entering into a consent order with a crypto lending 
platform in February 2022 for failing to register the offers and sales of its retail crypto lending product and thus violating the 
registration and antifraud provisions of the Securities Act and the registration provisions of the Investment Company Act of 
1940. The lending platform agreed to pay a $50 million penalty, cease its unregistered offers and sales of digital assets and 
attempt to become Investment Company Act compliant within 60 days. The lending platform also agreed to pay an additional 
$50 million in fines to settle a group of parallel investigations — arising from the same conduct found by the SEC—initiated by 32 
state attorneys general.24 

Also of note, in 2022, the SEC also brought its first-ever insider trading action relating to trading in digital assets. The SEC 
complaint alleges that a former employee of a digital asset trading platform provided tips ahead of listing announcements on the 
platform, in violation of company policy restricting the use of confidential information.25 The SEC’s complaint was also 
noteworthy in that it was a rare instance in which the SEC has specified that certain digital assets qualified as securities under 
the securities laws.26 The SEC also brought claims against a celebrity “crypto influencer” for promoting certain digital assets 
without disclosing her compensation.27 In December, the SEC charged several former executives with allegedly defrauding equity 
investors in a crypto trading platform.28 

Proposed Amendments to Rule 3b-16 
In addition to enforcement activity, the SEC proposed amendments to Rule 3b-16 that would expand the definition of an 
“exchange” to include “systems that offer the use of non-firm trading interest and communication protocols to bring together 
buyers and sellers of securities,” which the SEC terms “Communication Protocol Systems.”29 Communication Protocol Systems 
function similarly to registered exchanges and Alternative Trading Systems (“ATS”), and have increased in popularity as trading 
venues.30 However, they are not currently subject to the same requirements as registered exchanges and ATS, and do not fall 
within the definition of exchange under the statute.31 While the SEC does not specifically mention cryptocurrencies, blockchain 

 
23  SEC v. W.J. Howey Co., 328 U.S. 293 (1946). 

24  See Paul, Weiss Publication, Blockfi to Pay $100 Million to Settle with SEC and 32 States over Crypto Lending Business (Feb. 17, 2022), 
https://www.paulweiss.com/practices/litigation/cryptocurrency-blockchain/publications/blockfi-to-pay-100-million-to-settle-with-sec-and-32-
states-over-crypto-lending-business?id=42408.  

25  SEC Press Release, SEC Charges Former Coinbase Manager, Two Others in Crypto Asset Insider Trading Action (July 21, 2022), 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-127.   

26  Id. 

27  See SEC Press Release, SEC Charges Kim Kardashian for Unlawfully Touting Crypto Security (Oct. 3, 2022), https://www.sec.gov/news/press-
release/2022-183.  

28  See SEC Press Release, SEC Charges Caroline Ellison and Gary Wang with Defrauding Investors in Crypto Asset Trading Platform FTC (Dec. 21, 
2022), https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-234.   

29  Amendments Regarding the Definition of “Exchange” and Alternative Trading Systems (ATSs) that Trade U.S. Treasury and Agency Securities, 
National Market System (NMS) Stocks, and Other Securities, 87 Fed. Reg. 15,496 (proposed Mar. 18, 2022) (to be codified at 17 C.F.R. pts. 232, 
240, 242, 249) at 15,496-97. 

30  Id. 

31  Id.  

https://www.paulweiss.com/practices/litigation/cryptocurrency-blockchain/publications/blockfi-to-pay-100-million-to-settle-with-sec-and-32-states-over-crypto-lending-business?id=42408
https://www.paulweiss.com/practices/litigation/cryptocurrency-blockchain/publications/blockfi-to-pay-100-million-to-settle-with-sec-and-32-states-over-crypto-lending-business?id=42408
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-127
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-183
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-183
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-234
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or DeFi in its proposed amendments, it states that it includes Communication Protocol Systems that “make available for trading 
any type of security,” and there has been much speculation that this could be a powerful tool to expand regulation over digital 
assets (emphasis added).32 

Under the proposed amendments, Communication Protocol Systems would have two options for registration. First, they could 
choose to register as an exchange and be subject to the requirements of Section 6 of the Exchange Act.33 Second, they could 
choose instead “to comply with the conditions of the Regulation ATS exemption, which includes registering as a broker-
dealer.”34 The latter option requires “establish[ing] written safeguards and procedures to protect confidential subscriber trading 
information,” compliance with the Fair Access Rule and oversight by the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority.35 This is an area 
that will be worth monitoring in 2023. 

ESG 
As Chair Gensler previewed in 2021, ESG was a top priority for the Enforcement Division in 2022, highlighted by significant 
proposed rulemaking and several novel enforcement actions. 

Proposed Rulemaking on ESG Disclosures 
As companies and investment managers increasingly offer products, including investment funds, whose strategies incorporate 
ESG factors, the SEC has repeatedly emphasized its intent to combat “greenwashing”—i.e., false or misleading claims by 
companies and advisers relating to their ESG bona fides or the extent of their products’ or practices’ positive impact on the 
environment and society. Greenwashing has appeared as an enforcement priority on the agenda of the SEC’s Division of 
Examinations since March 2021. And on May 25, 2022, the SEC released for notice and comment two proposed rules aimed 
squarely at the practice.36 

The first of the proposed rules would create enhanced disclosure requirements for three categories of registered funds that use 
ESG factors in investment strategies: “ESG-impact” funds (funds that seek to achieve specific ESG impacts); “ESG-focused” funds 
(funds for which ESG factors are a significant or main consideration); and “ESG-integrated” funds (funds that consider ESG 
factors, but without treating them as more significant than other non-ESG factors). The proposed rule would also generally 
require ESG-focused and ESG-impact funds to include greenhouse gas emissions disclosures associated with their portfolio 
company investments. The second proposed rule would expand the scope of the Investment Company Act’s “Names Rule,” 
which requires that a fund whose name suggests a certain focus invest at least 80% of the value of its assets accordingly. The 
expanded Names Rule would now cover funds with names that suggest that their investment decisions incorporate ESG factors. 

Potential Rulemaking on Human Capital Disclosures 
One area that we expect to see increased rulemaking and/or enforcement activity in 2023 is human capital. In 2020, the SEC 
amended Item 101 of Regulation S-K to require that public companies disclose “the number of persons employed by the registrant, 
and any human capital measures or objectives that the registrant focuses on in managing the business (such as, depending on the nature of 
the registrant’s business and workforce, measures or objectives that address the development, attraction and retention of personnel).”37 
Since that time, there has been much discussion about enhancing those disclosure requirements, particularly with respect to 
how public companies value their investments and expenses in human capital. In June of 2022, a Working Group on Human 

 
32  Id. at 15,498. 

33  Id. at 15,502. 

34  Id.  

35  Id.  

36  See Harris Fischman, SEC Proposed Greenwashing Disclosure Requirements: The Devil Is in the Details (November 1, 2022), LAW.COM, 
https://www.law.com/corpcounsel/2022/11/01/sec-proposed-greenwashing-disclosure-requirements-the-devil-is-in-the-details/  

37  17 CFR § 229.101. 

https://www.law.com/corpcounsel/2022/11/01/sec-proposed-greenwashing-disclosure-requirements-the-devil-is-in-the-details/
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Capital Accounting Disclosure, composed of academics, market participants and former SEC officials, submitted a petition for 
rulemaking asking the SEC to develop rules requiring human capital accounting disclosure requirements.38 The petition 
requested that the SEC “develop rules to require public companies to disclose sufficient information to allow investors to assess 
the extent to which firms invest in their workforce,” and recommended enhanced accounting-related disclosure to reflect that 
human capital-related costs are deemed expenses as opposed to investments.39 Chair Gary Gensler indicated on several 
occasions in 2022 that he is seriously considering acting on this petition and/or otherwise revisiting the human capital disclosure 
requirements.40 While there has been public reporting of SEC enforcement investigations into human capital-related issues, to 
date, no enforcement activity has been brought under Item 101 or otherwise. We expect to see increased enforcement activity 
in this space in the coming years. 

Recent Enforcement Actions 
Since the formation of its Climate and ESG Task Force, the SEC has been actively probing companies for potentially 
mispresenting the ESG metrics that they employ and market to their investors.41 As predicted in our prior update, 2022 has 
shown increased enforcement against companies relating to ESG issues. 

In 2022, the SEC charged an investment bank with making material misstatements and omissions to investors by “represent[ing] 
or impl[ying] in various statements that all investments in the funds had undergone an ESG quality review,” which, in fact, did 
not always occur.42 The SEC alleged that the bank was aiming to “hold investment advisers accountable when they do not 
accurately describe their incorporation of ESG factors into their investment selection process.”43 To settle the charges, the 
investment bank agreed to (1) a cease-and-desist order, (2) a censure and (3) payment of a penalty of $1.5 million in order to 
settle the charges, but did not admit or deny the SEC’s findings.44 

The SEC announced on November 22, 2022, that it charged a major financial institution with policy and procedures failures 
involving funds and accounts marketed as ESG investments.45 The SEC’s order found that the financial institution did not 
consistently maintain written policies and procedures related to ESG designation, and that where such policies and procedures 
existed, the institution failed to follow them consistently.46 The financial institution did not admit or deny the SEC’s findings, but 
settled the charges by agreeing to a cease-and-desist order, a censure and a $4 million penalty.47 

 
38  Working Group on Human Capital Accounting Disclosure, Petition for Rulemaking (June 7, 2022) 

https://www.sec.gov/rules/petitions/2022/petn4-787.pdf.  

39      Id. 

40  Gary Gensler, Remarks to the Investor Advisory Committee (Sept. 21, 2022), https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/gensler-remarks-investor-
advisory-committee-092122.  

41  SEC, Spotlight on Enforcement Task Force Focused on Climate and ESG Issues (last updated Nov. 29, 2022), 
https://www.sec.gov/spotlight/enforcement-task-force-focused-climate-esg-issues.  

42  See SEC Press Release, SEC Charges BNY Mellon Investment Adviser for Misstatements and Omissions Concerning ESG Considerations (May 23, 
2022), https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-86.  

43  Id.  

44  Id.  

45  SEC Press Release, SEC Charges Goldman Sachs Asset Management for Failing to Follow its Policies and Procedures Involving ESG Investments 
(Nov. 22, 2022), https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-209.  

46  Id. 

47  Id. 

https://www.sec.gov/rules/petitions/2022/petn4-787.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/gensler-remarks-investor-advisory-committee-092122
https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/gensler-remarks-investor-advisory-committee-092122
https://www.sec.gov/spotlight/enforcement-task-force-focused-climate-esg-issues
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-86
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-209
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In other notable SEC enforcement actions, the SEC charged a Brazilian mining company with making false and misleading claims 
about the safety of its dams before one collapsed,48 and a New York-based robo-adviser with making misleading statements 
about its compliance with Shari’ah—Islamic law.49 

SPACs 
There was significant SPAC-related rulemaking proposed in March 2022. In an effort to address concerns relating to, among 
other things, investor protection, disclosure and statutory applicability, the SEC proposed new rules this year designed to 
achieve four main goals: 

(1) “Enhance disclosures and provide additional investor protections in SPAC initial public offerings and in business 
combination transactions between SPACs and private operating companies (de-SPAC transactions); 

(2) Address the treatment under the Securities Act of 1933 of business combination transactions involving a reporting 
shell company and amend the financial statement requirements applicable to transactions involving shell 
companies; 

(3) Provide additional guidance on the use of projections in SEC filings to address concerns about their reliability; and 

(4)  Assist SPACs in assessing when they may be subject to regulation under the Investment Company Act of 1940.”50 

The proposed rules are intended to protect investors by requiring additional disclosure in a variety of contexts related to SPAC 
IPOs and de-SPAC transactions. Broadly, this group of proposed rules is designed to ensure that “investors are better informed 
about the complexities of this method for accessing public markets, and the factors that impact the value of their SPAC 
investment.”51 These proposals also bring SPACs more in line with Congressional requirements for traditional IPOs that 
“companies raising money from the public should provide full and fair disclosure at the time investors are making their crucial 
decisions to invest.”52 

The proposal also redefines “blank check company” to include SPACs for the purposes of the Private Securities Litigation Reform 
Act of 1995 (“PSLRA”). The effect of this change is that the “safe harbor for forward-looking statements under the PSLRA would 
not be available to SPACs, including with respect to projections of target companies seeking to access the public markets 
through a de-SPAC transaction.”53 The underlying rationale is that “parties to the transaction shouldn’t use overly optimistic 
language or over-promise future results in an effort to sell investors on the deal.”54 

As SPAC activity has significantly quieted over the past year, so too has the enforcement activity targeting SPACs and de-SPAC 
transactions. In 2022, the SEC charged an investment adviser with failing to disclose conflicts of interest when advising clients to 

 
48  SEC Press Release, SEC Charges Brazilian Mining Company With Misleading Investors About Safety Prior To Deadly Dam Collapse (Apr. 28, 2022), 

https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-72.  

49  SEC Press Release, SEC Charges Robo-Adviser with Misleading Clients (Feb. 10, 2022), https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-24.  

50  SEC Fact Sheet, SPACs, Shell Companies, and Projections: Proposed Rules (2022), https://www.sec.gov/files/33-11048-fact-sheet.pdf 

51  Caroline A. Crenshaw, Statement on the SPACs Proposal (Mar. 30, 2022), https://www.sec.gov/news/statement/crenshaw-spac-20220330. 

52  Gary Gensler, Statement on Proposal on Special Purpose Acquisition Companies (SPACs), Shell Companies, and Projections (Mar. 30, 2022), 
https://www.sec.gov/news/statement/gensler-spac-20220330.  

53  SEC Proposed Rule, Special Purpose Acquisition Companies, Shell Companies, and Projections, RIN 3235-AM90, p. 19 

54  Gary Gensler, Statement on Proposal on Special Purpose Acquisition Companies (SPACs), Shell Companies, and Projections (Mar. 30, 2022), 
https://www.sec.gov/news/statement/gensler-spac-20220330 
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invest in certain SPACs whose sponsors were owned by the investment adviser’s personnel.55 The investment adviser agreed to a 
cease-and-desist order, a censure and a $1.5 million penalty to settle the charges without admitting or denying the SEC’s 
findings.56 Otherwise there were no settled or contested actions formally filed this year. That said, there has been reporting of 
several active SPAC-related investigations, and it seems likely that there will be increased enforcement activity in this space in 
2023. 

Other Important Developments in 2022 and Areas to Keep an Eye on in 2023 
Cybersecurity and Customer Information 
Recent enforcement actions, proposed rulemaking and increased staffing reflect the SEC Enforcement Division’s expanding focus 
on cybersecurity incidents and corresponding disclosures of such incidents. While the Enforcement Division has historically 
focused its resources in this area on highlighting failures to disclose internal control deficiencies, the Enforcement Division is 
beginning to cast a wider net in its investigations and enforcement actions. In March 2022, the SEC announced a new slate of 
proposed cyber incident-related disclosure rules that would significantly increase disclosure obligations for public companies.57 
The SEC’s recent enforcement activity, increased staffing and proposed rulemaking will have significant implications for public 
companies, which will also be required to expend resources and attention to ensure they are complying with inconsistent 
disclosure obligations at the state and federal levels. 

More broadly, in 2022, the Enforcement Division made clear that safeguarding customer information is a focus area for 
enforcement activity. The SEC charged three different financial services firms for failure to adequately prevent customer identity 
theft in violation of Regulation S-ID, alleging that the firms lacked reasonable policies and procedures to detect and respond to 
identity theft red flags.58 The specific facts alleged related to failure to exercise effective oversight over service provider 
arrangements; failure to adequately train staff to implement identity theft protection; and failure to adequately involve the 
board of directors in the oversight, development and implementation of identity theft protection programs.59 In addition, a U.S.-
based broker-dealer and investment adviser firm settled with the SEC for charges related to its alleged failure to properly 
dispose of hard drives and servers containing the personal identifying information (PII) of approximately 15 million customers.60 

Payment for Order Flow 
As we previewed in our 2021 Year in Review, the SEC continued to focus on Payment for Order Flow (“PFOF”) in 2022.  While it 
appears unlikely that it will ban the practice outright, the Commission has considered several proposals which could significantly 
impact the way in which National Market System (NMS) orders are executed and reported, as well as PFOF.61  For example, the 
“Order Competition Rule” requires certain retail investor orders for NMS stocks to be exposed to competition in a “qualified 
auction” prior to being executed internally by a trading center, potentially limiting or preventing PFOF.  And the proposed 
“Regulation Best Execution” would also apply heightened standards on broker-dealers to use reasonable diligence to secure the 
most favorable price for customer orders, and require those broker-dealers that engage in “conflicted transactions,” including 

 
55  SEC Press Release, SEC Charges Perceptive Advisors for Failing to Disclose SPAC-Related Conflicts of Interest (Sept. 6, 2022), 

https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-155.  

56  Id. 

57  SEC Press Release, SEC Proposes Rules on Cybersecurity Risk Management, Strategy, Governance, and Incident Disclosure by Public Companies 
(Mar. 9, 2022), https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-39. 

58  SEC Press Release, SEC Charges JPMorgan, UBS, and TradeStation for Deficiencies Relating to the Prevention of Customer Identity Theft (July 27, 
2022), https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-131.  

59  Id. 

60  SEC Press Release, Morgan Stanley Smith Barney to Pay $35 Million for Extensive Failures to Safeguard Personal Information of Millions of 
Customers (Sept. 20, 2022), https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-168.  

61  Katherine Doherty and Lydia Beyoud, Wall Street Stock Trading Set for Overhaul in New SEC Plan, Bloomberg, (Dec. 14, 2022), 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-12-14/wall-street-stock-trading-set-for-major-overhaul-in-new-sec-plan. 
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those where it provides or receives PFOF, to document their compliance with the best execution standard.62  These proposals 
are currently open for public comment until March 31, 2023. 

Insider Trading: The SEC Adopts Rules Re: 10b5-1 
On December 14, 2022, the SEC adopted final rules amending Rule 10b5-1, which provides an affirmative defense to insider 
trading liability where the trading person can show that a trade is made pursuant to a contract, instruction or plan (a “10b5-1 
plan”) entered into at a time when the person was not in possession of material nonpublic information, that specifies the 
amount of securities to be sold and the pricing and timing parameters of such sales, and over which the person does not exercise 
any subsequent influence.63 The amendments also address areas where the SEC sees the potential for abusive practices: They 
impose mandatory cooling-off periods, eliminate the use of multiple or overlapping 10b5-1 plans and require significantly more 
disclosures regarding trading by issuers and insiders.64 

Uncertainty around the SEC’s Continued Use of Administrative Courts in Certain Proceedings 
The SEC suffered a potentially significant setback in 2022 that puts into question the extent to which the Commission can use 
administrative courts to litigate disputed actions. The Fifth Circuit in Jarkesy v. Securities and Exchange Commission held that the 
SEC’s use of an administrative law judge to preside over civil fraud claims brought under the Exchange act was 
unconstitutional.65 The court explained that Congress may only assign an action to administrative adjudication if the proceedings 
involve “public rights.” This is determined by, among other things, whether the claims are akin to matters that incorporate a 
constitutional right to a jury trial and whether requiring jury trials would “go far to dismantle the statutory scheme” or “impede 
swift resolution.”66 In Jarkesy, the Fifth Circuit held that Section 10b claims were sufficiently analogous to criminal fraud 
prosecutions and that ensuring that a defendant is entitled to a jury trial would not cause undue disruption to the swift 
administration of SEC enforcement activity.67 

On October 22, 2022, the Court of Appeals denied the SEC and DOJ petition for en banc review by the Fifth Circuit. However, 
weeks later, on November 7, the Supreme Court heard oral argument in Securities Exchange Commission v. Cochran, which 
centers upon questions of when and where constitutional objections to agency power may be pursued.68 The decision in that 
case could go a long way in clarifying when the SEC is allowed to proceed via an administrative law judge and when and how a 
defendant can object to such a proceeding on constitutional grounds. 

However, until the core issue of whether fraud and analogous claims can constitutionally be tried before an administrative law 
judge is decided, it would be a high-risk strategy for the SEC to pursue contested claims in that forum. And as a practical 
consequence of that, and because litigating contested fraud claims in Article III courts typically take more time and resources, 
the SEC may have to be more judicious in determining which contested fraud claims it will pursue to litigation. 

We look forward to providing you with further updates on these and other developments throughout the year ahead. 

 
62  See SEC Proposed Rule, Regulation Best Execution, RIN 3235-AN24. 

63  Insider Trading Arrangements and Related Disclosures, 17 C.F.R. §§ 229, 232, 240, 249. 

64  See SEC Adopts Final Rules Regarding 10b5-1 Trading Plans and Disclosures for Executive Officer Equity Grants and Gifts, PAUL, WEISS (Dec. 19, 
2022), https://www.paulweiss.com/practices/transactional/capital-markets/publications/sec-adopts-final-rules-regarding-10b5-1-trading-plans-
and-disclosures-for-executive-officer-equity-grants-and-gifts?id=45609.  

65  Jarkesy v. Sec. & Exch. Comm’n, 34 F.4th 446 (5th Cir. 2022). 

66  Id. at 455 – 56. 

67  Id. 

68  20 F.4th 194 (5th Cir. 2021). 
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